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Three perspectives

• A: Motivation for  trade and investment drive

• B: Corporate behavior in geostrategic context

• C: Learning for structural transformation



• A sizable portion of the Sino-African trade was packaged as 
resource-for infrastructure swap contracts (the so-called 
Angola-mode trade deals) 

• Numerous Chinese workers building infrastructure

• Chinese traders increase their presence in key mineral and oil 
producing countries in Africa where infrastructure were being built 
(Nigeria, Angola, Zambia, Ethiopia, Kenya).

• Currently: focus is on creating special economic zones

• Stimulating local manufacturing

• Identifying and exploiting business opportunities

• Relocation of old technologies?

• China is reputed worldwide for small-scale manufacturing 
township economies, which Africa could emulate. 



•





• Rising costs of production in China: relocation to Africa in 
flying geese pattern (Xu et al, 2017; Alamayehu et al., 2018)

• Move to Africa: new growth opportunities for Chinese 
businesses

• Textile producers: AGOA opportunities

• Shoe manufacturers in Ethiopia: high-grade leather

• McKinsey estimates more than 10,000 Chinese businesses 
active in Africa (2017) 

• Investments in manufacturing : potential for flying geese 
pattern industrialization



• Current long-term plans of Chinese economic 
strategy: 

• Transforming Africa into a large  manufacturing zone.

• Large-scale Chinese investments in production facilities 
closer to sources of raw materials (Nastin, 2018).

• Strategic objective: 

• free Chinese industries from old low-tech manufacturing

• Chinese firms in home market can focus on emerging 
technologies and innovative industries



• In Madagascar, Chinese firms are accused of illegal exports of rosewood and 
zebu.

• In many SSA countries: complaints of unsafe and harsh labour practices

• HRW (2011)study: “You’ll be fired if you refuse” contributed to setting the 
ideological ground for the perception of Chinese companies in Africa

• Complaints of racist behavior by some Chinese company executives and 
employees

• Stereotypical language about African poor work ethics and untrustworthiness

• Rounds and Huang (2017) empirical analysis for Kenya: Chinese firms are no 
different from other foreign firms in the ways they treat labour laws and local 
nationals

• Big Chinese corporations active in Africa formalize the work relationships: 

e.g. A medicine manufacturing company in Nigeria employs around 350 Nigerians and 45 Chinese



• Chinese companies are performance driven

• Language/ communication barriers

• Chinese companies often accused of importing their own 
labour from China and not employing locals 

• Chinese migrants tend to remain among themselves and fail to 
integrate

• Chinese entrepreneurs have their own complaints too: local 
authorities talking big but often failing to deliver on their 
promises.

• Local authorities often require monetary payment to 
smoothen business transactions: corporate dilemma



(Rounds and Huang, 2017)



Company Place of Incorporation Resource Countries of Operations in 

Africa

Aquarius Platinum Ltd Bermuda Platinum South Africa, Zimbabwe 

Bellzone Mining Plc Jersey 
Iron ore, manganese, nickel, copper, 

platinum, chromium 

Guinea 

Bushveld Minerals Guernsey Iron ore, vanadium, tin, coal Madagascar, South Africa 

Centamin Plc Jersey Gold 
Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, 

Ethiopia. 

Central Rand Gold Ltd Guernsey Gold South Africa 

Chariot Oil & Gas Ltd Guernsey Oil Mauritania, Namibia 

Gem Diamonds Ltd British Virgin Islands Diamonds Botswana, Lesotho 

Generall Energy Jersey Oil Angola, Cote d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, 

Somalia 

Glencore Jersey Copper, iron ore, lead, zinc, coal, oil, 

nickel, platinum, chrome 
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, 

Congo, DRC, Equatorial Guinea, 

Mauritania, Namibia, South 

Africa, 

Tanzania, Zambia 



Strategic rivalry• Foreign powers compete for the control of resources that 
are of strategic importance for their projection of power

USAFRICOM CHINAFRICA



• Increased US military on the 
ground on the continent under US 
Africa Command (AFRICOM)

• Direct rivalry between east and 
west for access to strategic 
resources 

• Industrial leadership: aviation, 
defense, space, 
telecommunication.

• Adam  Taylor (WAPO, 2014) >>



• Abundance of natural resources confines endowed countries in the illusion 
of “nature-given” wealth.

• Natural resources without technological knowledge become an 
immiserizing wealth (Habiyaremye and Soete 2011)

• Knowledge is the tree on which wealth grows (List 1841)

• Structural transformation is necessary to enable resource-dependent 
countries to harness the forces of productive knowledge

• Shift resources in high productivity industries and climb the technology 
ladder (Ranis and Fei 1961; Kuznets 1966; Lall 1992; Habiyaremye and 
Soete 2011; UNCTAD 2016).



• A strong commitment to achieving structural 
transformation 

• Transforming the structure of dual economy requires 
financial and managerial resources, as well as  a 
continuous process of learning and time to adapt (Cimoli
and Porcile, 2013) 

• Using existing competitive advantages (Lin, 2012) 

• Confronting vested interests to  break structural inertia 
and promote economic diversification (Ross, 2002)

• Diversification has dynamic gains for balanced growth 



• Co-learning facilitates local knowledge diffusion: 

• combining foreign technological knowledge with inputs from the 
empowered local epistemic communities

• Positive social interdependence theory (Deutsch, 1949; 
Johnson & Johnson, 1989):

• the role of promotive interaction 

• more effective exchange and processing of information. 

• Co-operative learning enables different communities of 
practices to  increase their “cognateness” and narrow their 
mutual knowledge asymmetry (Benneworth & Olmos-
Penuela, 2018)
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technology 
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Co-learning in interactive learning 
spaces

• Ensure space for trust building between epistemic 
communities and space for working - together/ 
independently- on assigned tasks (Lippman, 2013)

• Knowledge sharing with mutually enrichment (Jacobs 
et al., 2019)

• Enable local community members to broaden and 
deepen their skills base and be epistemically
conversant with foreign technology producers



• Infrastructure deficiencies, poor governance and regulatory 
environments perceived as cumbersome

• Scarcity of manufacturing inputs: all but basic raw 
materials to be imported, need for foreign exchange

• Scarcity of foreign exchange

• Local skills supply









• Chinese companies operating in Africa are mainly driven by 
capitalist profit maximization objectives: not substantially 
different from other profit maximizing foreign investors

• Smaller firms tend to favour informality and circumvent 
“cumbersome” HR requirements and labour regulations

• Technological earning should be driven by local motivation to 
catch up: it requires skills, time and resources to transform the 
structure of local economies

• Appropriate institutional and governance setting for learning is 
and technological spillover is necessary to overcome technical 
skills and resource constraints

• Role of African governance structures in ensuring good 
corporate behavior and compliance with contractual 
obligations: state capacity



Thank you!


